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VerifiableCredential

issuanceDate : DateTime[0..1]

credentialSubject
1..n

@context: URI[1..n]

expirationDate: DateTime[0..1]

credentialStatus
0..1

credentialSchema
0..n

Typed URI Resource

type: URI[1..n]

A resource, an entity, identified with a URI

URI Resource

id: URI[1]

evidence
1..1

termsOfUse
0..1

refreshService
0..1

serviceEndpoint
0..1

issuer
0..1

A credential is set of one or more claims made by the same entity. 
Credentials might include an identifier as well as metadata to 
describe properties of the credential, such as the issuer, the expiry 
time, a representative image, a public key to use for verification 
purposes, the revocation mechanism, and so on. This metadata 
might be signed by the issuer. A verifiable credential is a set of 
tamper-evident claims and metadata that cryptographically prove 
who issued it

A verifiable presentation expresses data from one or more 
verifiable credentials, and is packaged in such a way that the 
authorship of the data is verifiable. If credentials are directly 
presented, they become a presentation. Data formats derived from 
credentials that are cryptographically verifiable but do not of 
themselves contain credentials, might also be presentations.

The data in a presentation is often about the same subject, but was 
issued by multiple issuers. The aggregation of this information 
typically expresses an aspect of a person, organization, or entity.

LinkedDataProof

type: URI[1..1]
creator: URI[1..1]

For a credential or presentation to be verifiable, the proof property 
MUST be present. The method used for a mathematical proof varies 
by representation language and the technology used. For example, 
if digital signatures are used for the proof mechanism, the proof 
property is expected to have a value that is a set of name-value 
pairs including at least a signature, a reference to the signing entity, 
and a representation of the signing date
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VerifiablePresentation

id: URI[0..1]

@context: URI[1..n]

type: URI[1..n]

proof
1..n

The data model is required to support multiple types of 
cryptographic proof formats through the use of Linked Data Proofs 
[LD-PROOFS], Linked Data Signatures [LD-SIGNATURES], and a 
variety of signature suites.  What is the difference between LD-
PROOFS and LD-SIGNATURES? It is exactly the same only the name 
of 1 property differs: proofValue and signatureValue

verifiableCredential
1..n

The evidence property is used by an issuer to represent the set of 
evidence that was used to determine whether or not to issue a 
credential. For example, an issuer might check physical 
documentation provided by the subject or might perform a set of 
background checks before issuing the credential.
The evidence property provides different and complimentary 
information to the proof property. The evidence property is used to 
express supporting information, such as documentary evidence, 
related to the integrity of the credential. In contrast, the proof 
property is used to express machine-verifiable mathematical proofs 
related to the authenticity of the issuer and integrity of the 
credential.

proof
1..1

created: DateTime[1..1]
domain: Sting[0..1]
nonce: String[0..1]
proofValue: String[1..1]
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EuropassCredential PersoncredentialSubject
1..1



All classes do represent Typed URI Resources 
meaning:
 They have an id property which must be 

a URI that uniquely identifies the 
Resource.

 They have a type property that specifies 
the type of resource

NQF Qualification Award Record

Learning Award Record

Qualification Award Record

Learning Activity Record
(e.g. educational-, working, 

practising activities)
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EuropassCredential

<<abstract>>

CredentialIssuer

Person

<<abstract>>

VerifiableCredential

Accreditation

contains
*

credentialSubject
1..1

proof
1..1

Issuer[1..1]

Digital Signature/Proof ensuring the 
authenticity and integrity of the linked data 
document (the credential).
Contains key-owner reference and proof value
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Proof  ACHIEVEMENT RECORDS

Assessment Record

 ACTIVITY RECORDS

 ASSESSMENT RECORDS



Verification Result Record

CredentialOwner
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EuropassPresentation

<<abstract>>

VerifiablePresentation

verifiableCredential
1..*

proof
1..1

Digital Signature/Proof ensuring the 
authenticity and integrity of the linked data 
document (the presentation).
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Proof

 VERIFICATION RESULT RECORDS
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EuropassCredential
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EuropassCredential

<<abstract, extends Agent>>

EuropassCredentialIssuer

<<extends Agent>>

Person

<<abstract>>

VerifiableCredential

LearningActivity

<<abstract>>

Agent

LearningSpecification

Assessment

participated
attended
...

used[*]

grade: GradeDetails[0..1]

An activity related to/associated with this 
achievement. An activity can (partly) lead to 
or contribute to an achievement.

Awarding Process

wasDerivedFrom
*

hasPart[*]

directedBy[*]

directed by, organized by, .

achieved[*]

performed[*]

influenced[*]

contains
*

credentialSubject
1..1

wasInfluencedBy[*]

proof
1..1

Issuer[1..1]

has accreditation[*]
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Proof

Has sub activity

Digital Proof ensuring 
the authenticity and 
integrity of the linked 
data document (the 
credential).
Contains key-owner 
reference and proof 
value

The result of an assessment can contribute to or 
influence another wider assessment. We can say 
the latter was (partly) derived from the former. 

specializationOf

Accreditation
accredited qualification [*]

attributedBy : Agent[1.*]

LearningOpportunityInstanceused

providedBy

hasPart

e.g. an educational program or a 
component of this program , a course 
unit, a module, a seminar, a work 
placement program,  
(may be bound to particular dates or 
locations and may be applied for or 
participated in by learners)

NQFQualificationAward NQFQualification

generated[*]
(awarded)

wasDerivedFrom[*]

received[*]

A legal organization e.g. 
- credential issuer (awarding body,  employer, )
- accreditation organisation
- educational- and/or training institution
- ...

specifies
(what can you learn?)

The person about which claims are 
made and who owns the credential.
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Achievement

Entitlement
LearningOutcome

learning outcome[*]

A learning award. The acquisition of knowledge, skills or 
responsibility and autonomy. A recognised and/or awarded set of 
learning outcomes of an individual (i.e. knowledge, skills, autonomy-
responsibility). The grade describes the quality of learning 
achievement and rates the performance of a person at a particular 
level.

implements/is a specialization of another 
learning- and/or qualification standard.

An achievement of an individual. It is the outcome of an 
undergone learning process and/or assessment in 
formal, non-formal or informal settings. E.g. An 
awarded qualification, a certain knowledge or skill, a 
certificate, a a licence,...

hasPart[*]

 Is a -relationship. 
An entitlement, a learning(outcome)- or 
qualification award are all specialized types of an 
achievement.

A learning outcome 
(i.e knowledge, skill, autonomy-responsibility) 

A NQF qualification (standard) 
describing the details such as the 
(expected) learning outcomes of an 
awarded qualification.

Can be used to represent an individual skill within the context of a 
personal record (profile, appraisal and assessment) that is assessed 
or asserted at specified level of proficiency.
The proficiency level, the state or degree of mastery or adeptness 
obtained or achieved for the given skill, can be specified by the 
grade property.

assessedBy[*]
(competent body)

has sub achievement, has part, contains,...

Typically the awarding of an achievement 
is based on one or more assessments.

(awarding body/
competent authority)

contains[1]

QualificationAward Qualificationcontains[1]

LearningAward

grade : GradeDetails[0..1]
what did you learn?

A specification of learning that is expressed in 1 or 
more learning outcomes.

Accreditation organisation.
A competent authority which is legally entitled to 
accredit an institution, programme or module.

contains[1]

An NQF qualification award records 
information copied from the related 
qualification standard (i.e. the (expected) 
learning outcomes). It is a copy or a 
specialization.

offeredAt, run by
summatively provides basis 
for awarding process

Organization

Any process which leads to the 
acquisition of knowledge, skills 
or responsibility and autonomy.
Any learning activity of an 
individual in a formal or non 
formal setting (e.g. participation 
in an educational- or training 
program, a course, a working or 
practising activity)
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